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About This Game

Dream Pets VR is a cute little game about adopting and playing with puppies!

 Choose one of three puppies! Labrador, Pug or Corgi?
Each little rascal is full of energy and character and wants you to play with them!

 Dress up your puppy! As a cool biker or a cute bumble bee?
With thousands of different combinations you can dress up your little friend however you want!

 Take a selfie of your pup and send it to us on twitter!
Follow the @SubdreamStudios twitter page to see your submissions!

 Play catch and earn the high score together!
Throw the Frisbee and watch as your furry pal catches and brings it back!
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didnt spend much on game but it was maybe 5 minuets of play time, bought this for my daughter. waste of money.. My 6yo got
bored in 5 minutes and she likes to play with the labs robo dog.. Feedback from arcade attendee:

"Super cute game, although throwing the frisbee is a bit hard. Once we can take more than 1 photo and have a husky to dress up
I'll spend more time in it! Very cute!!!!!!". you pick a dog, put clothes on it, take a pucture and play one frisbee game... then
start over.. boring. even my 4 yr old was like.... "why cant i feed or give dog a bath? THIS ISNT MY DREAM DOG!". I mean
it's probably fun for very young kids but otherwise it's like 2 minutes long.. I couldn't just accept the one negative review. I had
to see for myself since I really like these types of games.
What's there right now is limited in content. It's basically a frisbee throwing game. But thankfully a pretty good one with
pleasant music and a cute dog. I think it's worth getting to hope that they add more content because the stuff there now is pretty
good.

price is too high for whats there now. Maybe $.99 is more like it.
it would be nice if you could actually feed your dog.. Bought this for my girlfriend to have a chill game to play a bit. She went
through the entire game in 6 minutes. What the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Scam.
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